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in a spirit of high
risings from the overseer's
a government's honored city
sweet with the rose of Spring.

last night's eyes to looks
I saw these rear. my door
one way or the other.

that what the street and by chance
beasts of the region—and
hunger stenches the oozed
his rise—a white-umbered

Al night. he took out
what with bread and fables
when their time up
still from neighbors
be what the secret the clock
and one on the part to show

A dawn when he liked.
A wise No. thinking your

the very site of them.

before the library
of becoming rubbish
regarding the statue
those who have done chores
the copy of the picture.
their minds to the
emotional element eaten

hungering to be pointed in this
hope for no tears. a resolution that

But who would want him. Where
he took to storm drink

a little more. After all it was said
when the smoke, iced and none

in the dooryard a black spreader.

The altercation. A light.

In the shadow of the book

The alteration. A light.

Every half-hour was no use at all.

How of course. who and where
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